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TECHNICAL EVALUATION -

Based on the Licensce's submittal [2], a technical review was conducted.

.Before a final tech'nical evaluation report can be issued, the Licensee is.
required to provide the following information.

.

1. Explain why the frequencies of some of the walls presented in Tables
4, 5, and 6 of Reference 2 are widely different from the frequencies
of other walls of comparabl.c. dimensions. Also explain why some of
the frequencies ,in these tables are indicated as OBE or DBE.

2. With ~ reference to Section 6.1.4, Appendix A [2], justify using the
average acceleration rather than the envelope of the response spectra
for walls supported by two floors.

..

3. With reference to Section 5.8 [2),. justify neglecting out-of-plane

interstory drift in the analysis and explain whether the predicted
in-plane interstory drift of 0.0006 in/ft of height applies to
confined or unconfined walls. -

4. With reference to Section 6.1.2, Appendix A [2), provide sample
calculations to show that analysis using only the fundamental mode is
adequate and is comparable to a multimode analysis.

5. With reference to the cover letter and Table 5 of the attachment [2),
provide a description of the bracing system installed for two Unit 2.
cantilever walls and indicate whether out-of-plane. drift effects were
incluced in the analysis.

6. With reference to Table 5 [2), briefly describe the techniques usdd .

for (a) verification by curves, (b) effective inertia analysis,.and
(c) dynamic analysis. Also clarify whether pipe reactions due to ,

thermal expansion are considered in'the analysis.

7. Provide more information on seismic analysis in different directions
and explain how the equipment weights and pipe weights were accounted
for.

8. With reference to Section 5.0, Appendix A [2), provide the values for
allowable stresses in axial compression, bearing, tension normal to
the bed joint, and tension parallel to the bed joint.

9. With reference to Section 5.2.1 of Appendix A [2], justify the

proposed increase factor of 1.67 for shear, bond, tension normal to
the bed joint, and tension parallel to the bed joint. The SEB'
criteria [3] suggest an increase f actor of 1.3 for masonry shear,1.5
for masonry tension parallel to tne bed joint, and 1.3 for
unreinforced masonry tension normal to the bed joint.
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10. Indicate the present status of walls which were inaccessible and
hence excluced from the original field survey. .
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